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During Worl.d war II the Federal Government restricted oU-fie1d 
drilling in the United States in order to conserve steel. The warti.ne 
regulations required 40-acre spacing in most areas. At the close of 
the war, the Federal dri 1 1 1 ng restrictions were 1ifted, am control ot 
oil-well spa.ci.l\g reverted to the sewral state regulatory bodies. Each 
ot these state agencies was then contronl:ied with this problem: should 
40-acre spacing be continued or should pre-war 10- and 20-acre spacing 
patterns be re-established? 
The regulatory authority in Kansas, the State Ccrparation COJIIDis-
sion, ordered an investigation in January, 1946, far the purpose of 
developing information upon which a disposition of the spacing problem 
might be based. Most of the data reported herein were obtained in 
cotmecticn with a study made by the author for the Kansas Camnission , 
at that timeo 
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The well-spacing problem is one of the most important and per-
plexing questions with which oil reservoir engineers are ccncemed. 
1 
The question has an economic aspect a.tXl a physical aspect. The econom-
ic problem is to find, for each new reservoir, the spacing pattem which 
will yield the maximum profit. Physically, the question involves the 
relationship between -well spacing on the one hand and recovery or ulti-
mate production of oil on the other. 
For nany years oil nen believed intuitively that physical recovery 
was a function of well spacing, increasing with a.n increase in well den-
sitY*. This belief appeared to be supported by nany examples from 
fields in which two or more sp1.cing patterns had been used. Comparison 
of production histories in such fields usually shews higher per-acre 
recovery from the more-densely-<irilled properties. It is now realized, 
however, that the significance of such canpa.risons must be discounted 
because of the proved occurrence of fluid migration across lease bound-
aries. Thus it is impossible to establish a relationship between re-
cover.r and well density from field production histories. 
The physical aspect or well spacing has been investigated in the 
laboratory ani by analytical m9ans. Neither of these nethods, however, 
has led to a.ey definite indication of a relationship between ~ll spacing 
~- Well density is the ratio of number of wells to developed area. 
and recover,y in a field which produces from a single reservoir. (l) 
( 1) Musk at, l-1orri s, Physical Principles of Oil Production, N. y. , 
)icGraw-Hill, pp. 812-813, 1949. 
Thus there does not appear to be any positive indication that the 
ultimate production fran a reservoir depends upon the spacing. For this 
2 
reason, many reservoir engineers believe that well spacing should be con-
·trolled largely by economic considerations. This view presupposes, of 
course, that all parts of the reservoir are in permeable communication 
with at least one well. If the pool consists of a number of isolated 
units or lenses, then the areal extent of these l8nses obviously has an 
important bearing upon well spacing. It follows that information indi-
eating whether a given reservoir can be considered a continuously per-
meable unit is of primary importance in determining the sp:Lcing j:attem 
of the reservoir. 
The p-incipal producing horizon of Western Kansas is the Arbuck1e 
Limestone. Cores and samples from this formation show a general lack of 
uniformity and reveal many tight and impermeable streaks. Proponents of 
close spacing in these Arbuckle fields concluie fran the appearance of 
the cores and drill cut; tings that Arbuck1e re servo:ir s are separated by 
impermeable barriers into many small units. They contend that wider 
spacing increases the likelihood of leaving some of the oil-bearing 
lenses untapped by a well, with resultant loss in recovery. 
When the Kansas Corporation Commission found it necessary to recon-
sider the spacing question in Western Kansas at the close o:f the war, 
the Camnission needed positive evidence with respect to the presence or 
absence or isolated oil-bearing lenses within Arbuckle reservoirs. It 
was decided to obtain the information from a series of interference 
tests. 
The term interference, as it is used in the oil irxlustry, refers 
.3 
to the effect of the operation of one well upon the status or behavior 
of other wells in the same reservoir. The most common manifestation of 
interference is a pressure reaction. The existence of interference be-
tween two wells in a reservoir is a positive indication that the wells 
are in penneable communication with one another ani that fiuid will flow 
from either point in the reservoir to the other it the necessary pressure 
differential is established. Thus an interference survey can be used to 
obtain infornation with respect to the continuity of permeability within 
a reservoir. 
The most direct method of making an interference survey is to shut 
in all of the wells in a pool until stabilization of bottom hole pres-
sure has been attained or approached. One well is then placed on pro-
duction, am a series of bottan-hole-pressure or fluid-level observa-
tions is made in the surrounding shut-in wells. If the pressure or 
fluid level in a shut-in well is affected by the operation of the pro-
ducing well, interference is indicated. In the case of' a large field, 
several scattered wells mS\Y' be used as producing wells during the survey. 
It is difficult for an oil company to ccnduct an interference 
test of the type described ~ the preceding paragraph because of the eli-
versity of ownership of oil fields. No one company can order the entire 
field shut down. A state regulatory agency, however, such as the Kansas 
Corporation Coumission, has the authority to shut in every well in a 
field. In order to obtain the inforJIBtion which it desired, the Kansas 
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Commission shut down three Arbuckle Line stone pools in January, 1946, 
making it possible to conduct interference surveys in each of the pools. 
The three fields surveyed were the Boyd Pool of Barton County, Kansas, 
the Richardson P o.o-1 of Stafford County, and the South Silica Pool of 
Rice and Barton Counties. 
The interference surveys were arranged and supervised by the 
author. The results of the tests were placed in evidence at a hearing 
held by the Comnission on January 25, 1946, and provided pg.rt of the 
factual basis for the spacing regulations subseqU9ntly adopted. Most of 
the data reported herein were o btaire d from the interference survey of 
the South Silica Pool. 
~~'i OF 'IRE UTERATURE 
The occurrence of interference between neighboring wells in the 
same reservoir has been recognized for many years. The earliest recog-
nition of the phenomenon followed the observation that the completion 
of a ne~t well o.t'ten affected the production-decline curves of older 
wells in the same area. Elliott has recently reviewed a number of ex-
(2) 
.a.mples of such occurrences. He cites five instances in l'bich new 
{2) Elliott, George R., ~/ell Interference Supports Wide Spacing ·, Oil 
and Gas Journal, Vol. 50, pp.l02-105, May 10, 1951. 
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wells were drilled in old producing areas. In each case, the older wells 
had established production-decline trends over a period of several years. 
Interference from the new well was indicated in each instance by an ab-
rupt change in trend of the rate-time and rate-cumu.l.ati ve curves of the 
older wells. Each suCh change in trend reflected a diversion of oil flow 
toward the newly-completed well, accompanied by a reduction in the antic-
ipated ultinate production from the older wells. Elliott concludes that, 
in the five pools which he studied, wells were spaced closer than nec-
essary fran the standpoint of ultimate recovery. 
Since the development of the recording bot;tom-hole-pressure gauge 
some fifteen years ago, another manifestation of interference has been 
observed. There have been instances in \hich such gauges were left in 
idle wells far ~riods of several days. On these occasions fluctuations 
in the bottom hole pressure of the shut-in well are frequently recorded 
by the gauge. It has sometimes been possible to correlate the pressure 
variAtions with the operation of nearby wells. In more recent years, 
similar observations have been ns.de with sonic fluid-level instruments. 
Reports describing observations of th:is kind :in a single shut-in well 
are to be found :in company files. On a few occasions more elaborate 
interference tests, invol.ving simultaneous fluid-level measurements in 
several shut-in wells, have been conducted and described in the liter-
ature. 
In 1944 Amstutz and Stephenson reported the results of interference 
tests made with a sonic fluid-level instrument on three groups of 
(3) 
Arbuckle Limestone wells in Kansas. These authors concluded that 
(3) Amstutz, P. T., Jr., a.rxi Stephenson, E. A., Optimum Producing Rates 
for Arbuckle Limestone Wells, University of Kansas Research Founda-
tion Bulletin No. 1, September,l944. 
interference between wells in Arbuckle reservoirs is common and causes 
measurable effects upon bottom hole pressures. 
In 1946 Elkins described an interference surve.y involving ten shut-
in wells and one producing well in an Arbuckle pool in Kansas. (4) This 
(4) Elkins, Lincoln F., Reservoir Performance ani Well Spacing, Oil & 
Gas Journal, Vol. 45, pp.201-212, Nov. 16, 1946. 
survey showed indications of interference between wells as much as 1860 
feet apart. Because the observed pressure effects exceeded the theo-
retical, Elkins suggested the presence of streaks of high ~rmeability 
comprising a relatively small fraction of the total pcre space. 
6 
Muskat has discussed the theoretical aspects of interference an::l has 
1 . f .... (5) described severa 1nstances o ~us occurTence. 
(5) Muskat, op. cit., pp.S46-858. 
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Each of the interference surveys described in the literature 
covered a relatively small section of the reservoir. For this reason, 
none of the.m were conducted under completely controlled conditions. 
In each case most of the wells in the field were on production at some 
time during the test. On the survey described in this thesis, the en-
tire field was shut in until pressures approached stability, and on~ 
the key wells were produced thereafter for the duration of the test. 
The source of the interference observed in the shut-in wells could there-
fore be identified positively. So far as the author kno\-rs, this is the 
first such interferer.ce survey to be reported. 
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DISCUSSION 
Description 2!, ~ South Silica £.22! 
The South Silica Pool covers all o£ Section 24 ani parts of Sec-
tions 13, 14, 23, 25, and 26, Township 20 South, Range ll West, Barton 
County, and parts of Sections 19 and 30, Township 20 South, Range 10 
West, Rice County, Kansas, comprising approximately 2600 acres. The 
field was discovered in October, 1935, am most o£ the developnent oc-
curred in 1936 and 1937. As o£ January 1, 1946, there were 121 pro-
ducing wells in the field, and cumul.ative production of oil to that date 
was 11,247,000 barrels. 
The field produces from the Arbuckle Limestone, of Ordovician age, 
found. at an average depth of 3245 feet below the surface, or 1490 feet 
below sea level. The wells penetrate the producing formation an average 
of 10 feet. Wide variation in both porosity and permeability, typical 
of the Arbuckle Limestone, is in:iicated by core analysis. The average 
effective permeability to oil, however, may be calculated approXimately 
from the productivity of the wells. Such a calculation gives an average 
value of about 250 millidarcies for the effective ~ rmeability. 
Initial reservoir pressure was about 1130 psi. No bottom hole sam-
ple data is available for the South Silica Pool. Samples \iere taken, 
however, in the Max Arbuckle Pool, l.ocated about nine miles southwest of 
South Silica. Since these two fields are located in the same area ani 
produce from the same formation, it is probable that the properties of 
the oils are comparable. The results of the 1x> ttom hole sample analysis 
in the Max Field are therefore included here as the best indication 
available of the fluid properties in the South Silica Field. 
9 
The bubble point pressure of the Max sample was 304 psia at the 
bottom hole tent}:Srature of lll°F. The solubility at the bubble point, . 
determined by the differential vaporization nethod, was found to be 2:70 
standard cubic feet of gas per barrel of residual stock tank oil. The 
corresponding fannati<n volume factor was 1.20. At moF • the viscosity 
of the oil varied from 1.35 cenliipoises at 1200 psia to 1.20 centipoises 
at the bubbl.e point pressure of .304 psia, the variation being linear in 
that pressure range. 
~Procedure 
The procedure adopted for the interference survey in the South Silica 
Pool included the following steps : 
(l.) Shutting in the :rield until stabilization of bottom hol.e pres-
sure was attained or approached. 
{2) Production of two key wells. 
(3) Measurement of fluid levels in 32 -wells surrounding the produc-
ing wells before ,during, and following the period of production. 
The two wells selected as producers were Magnolia Petroleum Company 7-
H. J. Roetzel No. 11, NW SW SE Section 24- 200 - llW, and Lario Oil and 
Gas Company D. Bryant No. 3, SW SW ~ Section 23 - 2QS -llW. Fluid levels 
were measured on aU wells within 2088 feet of either of the two pro-
ducing wells • 
At 7:00 A. M. on January ll, 1946, all wells in the field were shut 
in. Fluid level.s were neasm-ed in all wells incluied in the survey 72 
hours after the field was shut in. Fluid level measurements were re-
peated at 96 hours, 120 hours and 1.68 hours atter shut-in. 
The fourth set of •asurements indicated that a satisfactory degree 
10 
of pressure stabilization had been reached, and the two key wells were 
placed on production 176 hours after shut-in. Fluid level determin-
ations were then made at 24-hour intervals until the production test 
had been in progress for 120 hours. The producing wells were then shut-
in, and a final set of fluid-level measurements was nade 48 hours after 
production ceased or 344 hours after the initial shutting in of the 
field. 
Measurement gf_ Fluid Levels 
Fluid level measurements were ma.de with a Depthograph, an instru-
ment 'Which employs the sonic principle of depth determination. The 
Depthograph is des:igled to measure the time required for the passage of 
a pressure wave fran the well head to the surface of the fluid in the 
annular space. In the operation of this instrument a pressure wave is 
produced in the casing by s\Xiden release of a small quantity of high-
pressure gas. The wave is reflected by the surface of the fluid, and 
the reflection is picked up by a diaphragm connected to the casing head. 
The diaphragm actuates a small mirror from which a beam or light is 
projected upon a moving strip of sensitized paper and photographed. 
Thus the pressure wave reflections are recorded as fluctuations in a line 
on a chart. A device driven by a synchronous motor and controlled by a 
tuning fork puta a time scale along one edge of the chart. 
The velocity of the pressure wave varies with the composition of 
the gas in the annular space, the tem.p3rature, and the pressure. The 
wave velocity must therefore be determined for each shot if' the fluid 
level depth is to be calculated from time neasurements. Attempts to 
correlate wave velocity with compos it ion of the gas, as reflected by 
specific gravity, have not proved successful.. Methods have been devised 
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for determining wave velocity experimentally, using apparatus which can 
be installed on the derrick floor. These experimental determinations 
are sufficiently accurate for most purposes. Under certain conditions 
of measurement there is an even more direct ~thod of determining fluid 
levels fran Depthograph charts. If reflections from the tubing collars 
can be recorded, the depth to fluid can be computed directly from the 
known lengths of tubing joints. In such cases fluid level measurements 
are subject to an error of not more then three feet. 
Tubing ' collar reflections were obtainable on most of the measurements 
made at South Silica. The measurements, accordingly, may be considered 
accurate to within three feet. 
Reliability .9!. ~ Fluid Level Measurement, s 
It was shown in the preceding section that fluid level determinations 
are accurate within three feet, um.er the conditions of measurement en-
countered on the South Silica tests. An error of three feet in fluid 
level wouJ.d correspond to an error of about one psi in bottom hole pres-
sure, a degree of accuracy which cannot be atta~d with a bottom hole 
}ressure gauge having sufficient range to record pressures at South 
Silica. The accuracy of the fiuid level determinations is therefore 
acceptable. If fluid levels are to be used in lieu of bottom hole pres-
sures, hov-rever, it is not enougtl to know that the fluid level measure-
ments themselves are of acceptable accuracy. The density of the fluid 
column in the annulus must also be considered. Fluid level is propor-
tional to bottom hole pressure only when the fluid column density is 
constant. Fluid level, therefore, cannot be substituted directly for 
bottom hole pressure if the density of the annular fluid column is 
subject to variation. The density of the fluid column in the tubing, 
of course 1 has no bearing on the relation between armula.r fluid level 
and bottom hole pressure. 
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There are two common causes of fluid density variation in the 
annular space of pumping wells: (1) release of gas fran solution in the 
oil at or below the tubing perforations and (2) the presence of water 
in the annular space. 
In a pumping well, the fluid moves from the producing formation 
up the amular space to the tubing p3rforations. The fluid then enters 
the tubing and moves on to the surface inside of the tubing. Gas will 
not be released from solution until the pressure on the oil drops below 
the bubble point pressure. When the pressure is reduced to the bubble 
point some gas is evolved. Continued reduction in pressure below the 
bubble point is accompanied by continued release of gas. As oil moves 
upward in the well from the producing forma.tion to the surface, the 
Jressure on the oil is steadUy reduced. .Eventually the pressure falls 
below the bubble point. If this occurs after the oil has entered the 
tubing, the resulting evolution of gas does not affect the fluid in the 
annular space. If, however, the pressure falls below the bubble point 
before the oil enters the tubing, the gas thus released from solution 
will rise to the surface through the annulus, lightening the annular 
fluid and causing a corresponding rise in fluid level. The question of 
whether the annular fluid density will be disturbed by evolved gas is 
thus seen to hinge on the relation between the pressure at the tubing 
perforations ard the bubble point pressure of the oil. As long as the 
pressure at the tubing perforations exceeds the bubble point pressure, 
no gas will be evolved to affect the density of the annular fluid 
13 
column. If a well is shut in and left shut in until stabilized, all 
upward fluid move~mnt will cease. Umer shut-in conditions, therefore, 
no gas will be released from solution if the bottom hole pressure ex-
ceeds the bubble point pressure, regardless of the elevation of the 
tubing perforations. 
During the interference tests at South Silica, the minimum fluid 
level observed in any of the wells was 1350 feet above the top of the 
producing formation. This minimum fluid level corresporxis to a bottom 
hole pressure of about 500 psi. If it is assumed that the South Silica 
and Max oils are comparable, it appears unlikely that gas was released 
from solution in any of the shut-in wells to disturb the fluid column 
density during the test. There are other reasons for concluding that no 
evolution of gas occurred during the test. Such evolution is usually 
accompanied by a rather rapid rise and fall in the fluid level, a con-
dition which is readily detected by the fluid-level instrument. The 
casing heads of all of the test wells at South Silica were open to the 
atmosphere throughout the test. The evolution of an appreciable volume 
of gas in one of these wells, the ref ore, would ha. ve been evident at the 
surface. There was no surface indication of release of gas from solu-
tion in any of the shut-in wells during the test. 
It follows from the discussion in the preceding paragraphs that 
fluid densities in the shut-in wells were not disturbed by release of 
gas from solution during the interference tests. 
Disproportionality between fluid level ani bottom hole pressure may 
result from the presence of water in the annular space. A change in the 
relative amounts of oil am water comprisir.g the fluid column will pro-
duce a corresponding change in the average density of the column and will 
1.4 
disturb the relationship between f'l.uid level am bottom hole pressure 
accordingly. 
In a pumping well which produces water w:it h the oil, the amount or 
water present, in the armul.us depends upon the elevation of the tubing 
perforations. It has been demonstrated repeatedly that, while such a 
well is producing under stabilized conditions, the oil-water interface 
occurs at the point where the .fluid erxt;ers tie tubing. Above this depth 
the fl.uid col.umn in the annular space is composed entirely of oil. Be-
low the tubing perforations the fluid in the casing is largely water, 
and the produced oil rises fran the fonnation to the tubing perforations 
through a coltUnn of water. 
When a pumping well is shut in, the cor.dition of dynamic stability 
is superseded by a transient p:triod during which the bottom hole pressure 
increases and the casing fills with fluid. In the case of a well which 
produces water, bath oil and water continue to ed.er the casing a.rt.er 
shutting-in, and the oil-water contact therefore rises, for a time. The 
casing continues to f'ill with fluid until the bottom hol.e pressure in 
the well becomes equal. to the reservoir pressure. Even a:rter the bOttom 
hole pressure reaches its maximum value, a metastable condition p3rsists, 
insofar as the oil-water contact and fluid level are concerned. There 
is a difference in elevation between the oil-water inter.face in the 
well and the water level in the fomation. This difference in elevation 
is frequentl.y of the order of several humred feet. There is, then, a 
tendency for the oil-water contact in the cas~ and the water level in 
the fornation to equalize. This circumstance results in a flow of oil 
from the formation into the well arrl a counterflow of water from the well 
into the formation. Replacement of water in tm casing with oil fran 
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the formation continues until the oil-water contacts have equalized. 
The rate of replacenent of water wi.th oil is controlled largely by the 
permeability of the fonnation and the density differential. Normally 
the replacement takes place at a rate of a few feet ~r day. 
When water in the casing or a.rmular space is replaced by oil the 
average density of the fluid column decreases. The lowering of the oil-
water contact in the casing is therefore accompanied by a rise in fluid 
level even though the bottom hole pressure remains unchanged. Accord-
ingly, when a water-producing well is shut in, the fluid level con-
tinues to build up even after the bottom hole pressure has become stable. 
T~ fluid-level build-up persists until all water has been displaced 
from the casing. It follows that fluid level is not strictly propor-
tional. to bottom hole pressure in a water prcxiucer "While the well is 
filling with fluid after it has been shut in. 
Most of the wells included in the interference survey at South 
Silica produced some water. In most cases, therefore, the fluid level 
build-up curves do not reflect bottom hole pressures exactly. This fact, 
however, does nat destroy the value of the fluid level n:easurements as 
indices of interference. Unier the procedure used at South Silica, the 
effect of water in the casing is to minimize the irxiications of inter-
ference. Where interferem e is indicated, therefore, the validity of the 
indication is not impaired by reason of the presence of water in the 
well. 
Results 
Strictly speaking, the 32 tests in the South Silica Field consti-
tuted two simultaneous but separate interference surveys. One survey 
used Magnolia Petroleum Ca:npany H. J. Roetzel No. 11 as tre producing 
well and included 19 surrounding shut-in wells. The other series of 
tests covered 13 shut-in wells in the vicinity of Lario Oil and Gas 
Company D. Bryant No. 3, which was used as a producing well. 
The location of Roetzel No. 11 arrl surroun:ling shut-in wells is 
shown on Map 1. 1-'!ap 2 shows the area surrourrling Bryant No. 3. 
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Tables 1 and 2 contain the production and fluid level records of 
the two key wells, Roetze1 No. 11 and Bryant, No. 3, res!Sctively. Fig-
ures 1 and 2 show the fluid level-time curves for the key wells. It is 
seen that the oil production from Roetzel No. 11 varied from 377 to 424 
barrels ~r day and averaged 402 barrels per day for five days. water 
production from this well averaged 35 per cent;. A drop in fluid level 
(£ 248 feet took place during the production test. Bryant No. 3 pro-
duced at an average rate of 351 barrels of oil per day with one per cent 
water. The fluid level declined 2632 feet during the production test 
and had not ~t stabilized when production was stop~d. 
·Tl'e productivity index of Roetzel No. 1 may be calculated from the 
production and drawdown data obtained on the test. The calculation 
gives a value for the productivity index of 4.90 barrels of oil per day 
per psi. This figure corresponds to an effective permeability to oil of 
730 millidarcies in the immediate vicinity of the well. It is impos-
sible to calculate the productivity index of Bryant. No. 3 accurately 
from the test data for the reason that pressure stabilization was never 
attaired. It can be stated, however, that the productivity in:iex could 
not have exceeded 0.381 barrels of oil per day per psi. This . limiting 
value would correspond to an effective permeability of 32 millidarcies 
in the vicinity of Bryant No. 3. 
The fluid-level data for tre shut-in wells surrounding Roetzel No. 
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11 are given in Tables 3 through 21. In Figures 3 through 21 fluid 
level is plotted against time for each of these wells. Tables 22 through 
34 and Figures 22 through 34 give COITesponding data for the 13 shut-in 
wells in the area around Bryant No. 3. 
In all tables and figures the fluid levels are expressed as feet 
of fluid above a datum of 1500 feet subsea. This is the average ele-
vation of the top of the Arbuckle Limestone in the South Silica Field. 
The distance of each test -well from the producing well is indicated. To-
tal depth, depth to the top of the Arbuckle, and surface elevation are 
shown. The productivity or potential productive capacity of eacil well, 
as determined by the most recent official production test, is given, ani 
the per cent of water in the gross production is indicated. 
The aut,hor' s interpretation of the individual interference tests is 
given in the following paragraphs. 
Test No. 1 
1-!agnolia H. Roetzel No. 8 is located in the Sd NW SE of Section 24-
20S-11W, 660 feet from the producing well. On the first fluid level 
measurement, 72 hours after the field was shut, in, the fluid level was 
found to be 3006 feet above the datum plane. The well continued to fill 
with fluid during the following 96 hours, a1d the fluid column stood 
3026 feet above the reference elevation 168 hours after shut-in. Tre 
rate of fi 11-up steadily declined during this interval, arrl Figure 3 in-
dicates that Roetzel No. 8 was very nearly stable 168 hours after the 
field was shut in. After 176 hours the key well, Magnolia H. Roetzel 
No. 11, was placed on production. 1'\-renty-four hours later the fluid 
level in Roetzel No. 8 had declined to 3021 feet, and it remained at 
this point for the duration of the production test. At 296 hours the 
key well was shut in. Forty-eight hours later the fluid level in 
Roetzel No. 8 had risen to 3046 feet. 
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There are two positive indications of interference between the key 
well and Roetze1 No. 8. The slight decline in fluid level which oc-
curred during the production test and the sharp upward break in the 
fluid level-time curve after production ceased both establish the pres-
ence of interference. Roetzel No. 8 and Roetzel No. ll are in perme-
able communication with each other, am fluid will move fran either 
point to the other if a favorable pressure gradient, is established~ 
Test No, 2 
Magnolia H. Roetzel No. 13 is 660 feet from the key well. An ob-
struction in the casing in this well prevented measurements below an el-
evation of l353 feet. Consequently the first neasurement obtainable was 
at 168 hours, at which time the fluid was found 1373 feet above the 
datum plane.. The well continued to fill throughout the test. The rate 
of fill-up decreased slightly after production started and increased 
slight:cy at the close of the production interval. These breaks in the 
fill-up curve ma.y have been due to interference. They are not inter-
preted as positive evidence of interference, however, because of their 
1ow order of ma.gnit ude • Since the fluid level measurements may be as 
much as three feet in error, slight changes in trend in the fluid level-
time curve may be caused by inaccuracies in the data. 
Test No, 3 
The fluid column in lviagnolia. H. Roetzel No. l4 rose during the pe-
riod preceding the production test, stabilized \<'bile Ir oduction was in 
progress, and resumed its rise after termination of p\Dllping. This be-
havior is positive evidence of interference. An anomaly appears in the 
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fluid level-time curve for Roetzel No. 14 at 200 hours. There is no 
obvious explanation for the low fluid level recorded at that time. It 
can hardly be attributed to a mistake in the measurement, for a similar 
irregularity appears in the curves of several other shut-in wells at 
the 200 hour point. As a possible explanation of these abnormalities, 
it is suggested that some well in the area may have been placed on pro-
duction during the night of January 18, without the lma-rledge of the men 
conducting the test ani in violation of the Conmission• s shut-in order. 
Test No, 4 
Cities Service Oil Company Sessler No. 1, 660 feet fran the key 
well, continued to fill with fluid throughout the production interval, 
but the rate of fill-up increased noticeably after the key well was 
shut down. The change in slope of the fill-up curve is a definite in-
dication of interference. 
Tests Nos. 5. 6, 7 am 8 
Magnolia H. Roetzel Nos. 12 ar:d 15, Cities Service Sessler No. 3 
and Gulf Oil Corporation Sessler No. 2 are all located 934 feet from 
the ·key well. In each of these wlls the fluid level stabilized during 
production and increased sharplY at the end at the production test. 
Definite interference is indicated in all four cases. 
Tests Nos. 9. 10 and ll 
].1agnolia H. Roetzel Nos. 6 and 17 ani A. Roetzel No. 1 are each 
separated from the producing well by 1320 feet. The definite changes 
in slope which occur at the 296 - hour points on all of the graphs 
clearly show interference in these three cases. 
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Tests Nos 9 12, l3, 14. 15 and 16 
Measurements were made in five shut-in wells located 1476 feet 
from Roetzel No. ll. Definite evidence of interference was found in all 
of these wells, namely, 1-iagnolia H. Roetze1 Nos, 10 and 16 am A, 
Roetze1 No, 2, Cities Service Bryant "A" No. 6, and Gulf Sessler No. 1 
Test No, 17 
The sharp upward break in the curve for Cities Service Sessler No, 
2, 1650 feet from the producing well, is a clear indication of inter-
ference. 
Tests Nos, 18 and 19 
Cities Service Sessler No, 6 and Gulf Sessler No, 3 are 1777 feet 
from Roetze1 ro. 11. Interference was plainly indicated in the Cities 
Service well, The curve for the Gulf well is so irregular as to make 
interpretation difficult, The pronoWlced upward ctange in slope at 296 
hours would seem, however, to reflect the effect of interference, 
Tests Nos, 20 and 21 
Interference tests were conducted on l3 shut-in wells surrounding 
Lario Oil and Gas Company D. Bryant No, 3, the key well in the second 
survey. Two of the shut-in wells, Cities Service Schrepel No, 5 and 
Gulf Kasselman No, 1, are 660 feet from the producing well. Schrepel 
No. 5 showed very pronounced interference. The fluid level in this well 
dropped fran 2812 feet at the beginning of the production test to 2503 
feet at the end, irrlicating the presence of a flow channel of unusually 
high permeability conrecting Schrepel No, 5 and D. Bryant No. 3. The 
indication of interference in Kasselman No, 1 was quite definite, but 
much less pronounced than in the case of Schrepel No, 5. 
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Test No, 22 
The distance between Lario D. Bryant No. 5 a.rxi the producing well 
is 738 feet. The annular column in this well stabilized dm-ing produc-
tion and rose sharply after the key well was shut, in. This behavior is 
positive evidence of' interference, 
Test No, 23 
The change in slope of the fill-up curve for Cities Service Bryant 
"B" No. 1, although nat very pronounced, is sufficiently well defined to 
indicate interference. This wellts productivity was considerabzy below 
the average £or the field, indicating less than average permeability in 
its vicinity. Bryant 11B11 No o 1 is 934 feet from the producer. 
Test No, 24 
Interference was indicated in Lario D. Bryant No. 4, 990 feet from. 
the key well, by a I!fLrked decline in fluid level while production was in 
}rogress. 
Tests Nos, 25 ani 26 
The fluid level-time curve far Citje s Service Schrepel No. 6 shows 
a pronounced drop in the fluid column during production. The fluid 
level in Gulf Kasselman No, 2 approached stabilization while the key 
well was on production a.rxl rose sharply at the end of the producing inter-
val. Interference is indicated definitely in both wells, These wells 
are 1190 feet from J). Bryant No. 3. 
Tests Nos, 27 and 28 
Cities Service Schrepel No. 7 am D, . Bryant No, 3 are on the 1360-
f'oot circle, The fill-up curve for Schrepel No. 7 shows no evidence of 
interference. The fluid level in D. Bryant, No. 3 declined during pro-
duction and rose after the key well stopped prcx:lucing; this is .·a positiw 
indication of interference. 
Tests Nos, 29 am 30 
Tests were made on two wells at a distance of 1650 feet from 
D. Bryant No. 3. There is no indication of interference in Cities Ser-
vice Bryant "B" No. 2. The fill-up curve for GuJ.f Kasselman No. 2 pro-
vides definite evidence of interference. 
Test No, 31 
Lario D. Bryant No. 1 is 1980 feet from the producing well.. In 
this well, stabilization of the fluid column during production was fol-
lowed by a sharp up-turn of the curve at the termination of p-oduction. 
This behavior establishes interference. 
Test No, 32 
Lario D. Bryant No. 2 is located 2088 feet from the key well, the 
maximum distance of separation included in the survey. The fluid level-
time curve for this well, nevertheless, reveals \UllDistakable evidence of 
permeable camnunication across the 2088-foot interval. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In the following tabulation the results of the 32 interference 
tests are grouped according to the distance between shut-in well and key 
well. 
Distance From Number Indication of Interference 
Key vlell-Feet of Wells Positive Negative 
660 6 5 1 
738 1 1 
934 5 5 
990 1 1 
1190 2 2 
1320 3 3 
1360 2 1 1 
1476 5 5 
1650 3 2 1 
1777 2 2 
1980 1 1 
2088 1 1 
32 29 
It is seen that positive evidence of interfereree was foWld in 29 
tests. There was no indication of interference in three cases. Of the 
three wells on which negative results were obtained, only one was with-
in one-quarter mile of the key well. 
The magnitude of the pressure reaction in a shut-in well is a 
function of the permeability. Other factors remaining constant, the 
drop in pressure (or fluid level) will increase with increasing 
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permeability in the vicinity of the shut-in 'Nell. In view of this 
functional relationship, it is of interest to note that the three wells 
in Which interference was not observed were the three least productive 
wells included in the survey. Iviagnolia H. Roetz~l No. l3 had a pro-
ductive capacity of 41 barrels of oil per day arrl produced no water. 
Cities Servi.ce Schrepel No. 7 had a capacity ar 28 barrels of oil per 
day, and tre potential of Cities Service Bryant "B" No. 2 was seven 
barrels of oil per day. The last two wells each produced 50 ~r cent 
water. Estimation of effective J:ermeability to oil, based on produc-
tivity, fluid level, viscosity, and penetration data, gives the follow-
ing values: 
H. Roetzel No. 13 
Schrepel No. 7 
8 millidarcies 
2 millidarcies 
Bryant 11B11 No. 2 0.4 millidarcies 
Comparison of the above values with the 250-millidarcy estimated 
average for the field shows that the three wells which failed to re-
flect interference were drilled in locations 'Where the permeability 
was very low indeed. 
In view of the conditions discussed in the preceding paragraphs, 
the absence of interference in H. Roetzel No. 13, Schrepel No. 7, a.r¥:l 
Bryant "B" No. 2 is attributed to t~ tight character of the formation 
in the :i.Jmlediate vicinities of tl'e three wells. The very low permea-
bility of the formation at each of the three locations }rovides ample 
explanation fer the lack o£ interference. 
Tte results of the interference tests, therefore, do not justify 
a conclusion that any well covered by the survey troduces fran an iso-
lated lens. 
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The tests, at course, do not demonstrate homogeneity of the Ar-
buckle Limestone in the South Silica Field. The existence of wide vari-
ations in p3rmeability, "tight spots", and p3rmeable channels is un-
questioned. The significant result of the survey is the evidence that 
there are no isolated productive lenses in the Arbuckle Limestone in the 
area covered by the survey. 
The survey included 32 shut-in wells and covered an area or about 
500 acres, approximately one-firth of the field. It may be inferred, 
therefore, that the occurrence of many isolated productive lenses in the 
South Silica Field is quite unlikely. To the extent that the South 
Silica Field ma.y be considered typical of the Arbuckle Limestone, the 
interference survey ma.y be interpreted as discounting the probability of 
widespread occurrence at isolated oil-bearing lenses in Arbuckle fields 
in Western Kansas. 
2.6 
SUJ.lMARY 
An interference survey was conducted in the South Silica Field of 
Rice and Barton Counties, Kansas, in January, 1946. The purpose of the 
survey was to investigate the importance of impermeable barriers and 
associated isolated productive lenses as a consideration . affecting well 
spacing in the Arbuckle Limestone of Western Kansas. 
The entire field was shut :in until stabilization of bat.tan hole 
pressure had been approached. Two key wells were then placed on produc-
tion, am fluid levels were ~asured in a total of 32 shut-in wells 
surrourning the producing \'Tells. Production was discontinued after 120 
hours, and a firal set of fl.uid level measurements was nade 48 hours 
after pumping stopped. 
Fluid level was plotted against time for each of the shut-in test 
wells. These graphs showed interference in 29 of the 32 test wells. 
The three wells which did not reflect interference were the three 
least productive '\..zells in the group. T~ lack of pressure reaction in 
these cases is attributed to the very low permeability of the producing 
formation in the immediate vicinities of the three wells. 
The survey showed that the presence of many isolated lenses in the 
South Silica Field is unlikely. The results of the survey tend to dis-
count the importance of impermeable barriers as a consideration control-
ling well spacing in the Arbuckle Limestone of westem Kansas. 
MAPS, TABLES, AND GRAPHS 
The data collected during the interference tests at South Silica 
are presented in the tables and graphs on the following Jages. Lo-
cations of the wells included in the survey are shown on the maps on 
pages 28 and 29. 
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Production and Drawdown Data for 
Magnolia H. Roetz•l No.- ll 
Location of Well: Nil s-a; SE 24-20S-UW 
Total depth: 3254 f't. Top of' Arbuckle: 3242 tt. Surface elevation: 1749 tt. 
Pl2gy!.:t1on !!igg~:d Fllaid ~111-F lit Rcarkl 
B~~:tll Qil ~[ Du: P11: Cent Watll: 






397 30 2771 
377 29 zns 
421+ 41 'Z778 
4ll 38 'Z/78 
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Production and Drawdown Data tor 
Lario D. Beyant NO.3. 
location ot Well:SW SN SE 23-205-llW 
Total depth:3284 tt. Top of Arbuckle:3268 ft. Surface elevation;l758 ft. 
Production Record Flmd ~DJ.-Ftit RemarkS 
Barrels Oil E!r Dil P1r Cent Watgr 






352 0 562 
342 0 1172 
354 2 1121 
355 2 984 
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TABU 3 
Interference Test No. 1 
Well: Magnolia H. Boetse1 No. 8 
Location: SW MW SE 24-208-llW 
Distance from producing well: 66o tt.. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 1007 
Per cent water: 54 
Total depth: 3252 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3242 tt • 
Surface elevation: 1750 ft. 



















Interference 'l'es't No. 2 
Well: Magnolia H. Roetzel No. 13 
Location: NE sw SE 24-200-11\v 
Distance from producing well: 660 :f't. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 41 
Per cent water: 0 
Total depths 3255 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3248 :rt. 
Surf'aee elevation: 17 50 :rt. 
time~H2Btf Fluid LeJ!kFeet 
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Interference Test No. 3 
Well: Magnolia H. Roetzel No. 14 
Location: S•ll ffii SE 24-205-DN 
Distance from producing well: 660 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: 1505 
Per cent water: 20 
Total depth: 3260 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3248 ft • 
Surface elevation: 1750 ft. 




















Interference Test No. 4 
Well: Cities Service 3essle r No. 1 
Location: NE SE Stl 24-20S-ll\~ 
Distance from producing well: 66o ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 130 
Per cent water: 92 
Total depth: 3255 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3247 ft. 
Surface elevation: 17 49 ft. 
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TABk: 7 
Interference Test No. 5 
Well: }lagnolia H. Roetzel No. 12 
Location: SE Wv'i' SE 24-20S-111tT 
Distance from producing well: 934 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 1714 
Per cent water: 32 
Total depth: 3253 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3243 ft. 
Surface elevation: 17 49 ft. 
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TABL2 8-. · 
Interference Test No. 6 
Well: Magnolia H. Roetze1 No. 15 
Location: SE SW SE 24-20S-ll''/ 
Distance from producing well: 934 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 6 
Per cent water: 98 
Total depth: 3256 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3252 ft. 
Surface elevation: 17 47 f't. 
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TABLE 9. 
Interference Test No. 7 
Well: Cities Service Sessler No. 3 
Location: SE SE SW 24-200-l:U~T 
Distance from producing well: 934 f't. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 1216 
Per cent water: 47 
Total depth: 3264 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3247 rt. 
Surface elevation: 1749 .ft. 
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TABLE 10 
Interference Test No. 8 
Well: Gulf Sessler No. 2 
Location: SE NE SW 24-200-llW 
Distance from producing well: 934 rt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 1894 
Per cent water: 27 
Total depth: 3254 ft • 
Top of Arbuckle: 3242 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1750 ft. 
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TABlE ll 
Interference Test No. 9 
Well: Magnolia H. Roetzel No. 6 
Location: NW NW SE 24-200-:Wi 
Distance from producing well: 1320 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: 2174 
Per cent water: 19 
Total depths 3251 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3242 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1750 ft. 
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TABLE 12 
Interference Test-No. 10 
Well: Magnolia H. Roetzel No. 17 
Location: NW SE SE 24-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 1320 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: 707 
Per cent water: 7 
Total depth: 3261 rt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3246 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1748 ft. 
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TABlE 13 
Interference Test No. 11 
Well; Magnolia A. Roetzel No. 1 
Location: m-1 NW NE 25-205-llW 
Distance from producing · well: 1.320 Ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil pe~ d~: 1095 
Per cent wate~: 51 
Total depth~ 3262 Ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3252 Ft. 
Surface elevation: 1751 Ft. 




















Interference Test No. 12 
Well: Magnolia H. Roetzel No. 10 
Location: NE NW SE 24-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 147 6 rt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 403 
Per cent water: 78 
Total depth: 3242 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3241 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1749 .t't. 
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TABLE 15 
Interference Test No. l3 
Well: Magnolia H. Roetzel No. 16 
Location: SW SE SE 24-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 1476 rt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: S23 
Per cent water: 30 
Total depth: 3264 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3254 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1750 ft. 




















Interference Test No. 14 
Well: Magnolia A. Roetsel Ro. 2 
Location: BE IW HE 2s-2DS-lllf 
Distance from producing well: 14?6 tt;. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 16S 
Per cent water: 90 
Total depth; 3260 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3249 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1751 ft. 
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TABlE 17 
Interference Test No. 15 
Well: Cities Service Braant "A" No. 6 
Location: NE HE RW 25-2<:8-lllrl 
Distance from producing well: 1476 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 1894 
'Z7 
Per cent water: 
Total depth: 3265 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle-: 3251 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1752 ft. 




















Interference Test No. 16 
Well: Gulf Sessler Ho. 1 
Location: BE BE SW ~QS-l.Df 
Distance from producing well: 1476 A. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: 83 
Per cent water: Sl 
Total depth: 3253 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3243 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1751 ft. 
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Interference Test No. 17 
Well: Cities Serrlce Sessler Ro. 2 
Location: Hi si SW 24'-2<:8-llll 
Distance from producing well: 1650 rt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: 1473 
Per cent water: 39 
Total depth: 3254 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3243 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1750 tt. 




















Interference Test No. 18 
Well: Cities Ser't'ice Seasl.er No. 6 
Location: si S~ SW 24-20s-llW 
Distance from producing well: 1777 tt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: 3000 
Per cent water: 0 
Total depth: 3253 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3244 tt • 
Surface elevation: 1751 tt. 
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Interference Test No. 19 
Well: Gulf Sessler No. 3 
Location: sl Ni SW ~206-1»1 
Distance from producing well: 1777 tt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 178S 
Per cent water: 30 
Total depth: 3259 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3247 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1751 ~. 
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TABU 22 
Interference Test No. 20 
Well: Cities Service Schrepel No.5 
Location : NW NW NE 26-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 660 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 3000 
Per cent water: 0 
Total depth: 3284 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3263 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1757 ft. 
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TABLE 23 
Interference Test No. 21 
We 11: Gulf Kaaselman No. 1 
Location: SE SE SW 23-205-ll.W 
Distance . from producing well: 660 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per d~: 1931 
Per cent water: 26 
Total deptht 3Z78 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3265 ft. 
Surf$Ce elevation: 1759 tt • 
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TABLE; 24 
Interference Test No. 22 
Well: Lario D. Bryant No. 5 
Location: Ni SW SE 23-205-ll.W 
Distance from producing well: 738 tt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 2199 
Per cent water: 19 
Total depth: 32!79 V,. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3263 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1755 tt. 





















Interference Test No. 23 
Well: Cities Service Beyant "B" No. 1 
Location: NE NE NW 26-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 934 tt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 687 
Per cent water: 35 
Total depths 3293 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3265 tt;. 
Surface elevation: 1758 tt. 
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TABU 2h 
Interference Test No. 24 
Well: Lario D. Bryant No. 4 
Location: Si Si SE 23-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 990 :rt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 601 
Per cent water: 0 
Total depth: 3280 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3259 ft • 
Surface elevation: 1755 ft. 
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TABLE Z1 
Interference Tes~ No.25 
Well: Cities Service Sehrepel No. 6 
Loqation: N! Ni NE 26-205-llW 
Dis""'ance from producing well: 1190 :rt • 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 3000 
Per cent water: 0 
Total depth: 3264 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3257 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1754 f't. 
Time-Hours Fluid Level~Feet R~arks 















Interference Test No. 26 
Well: Gul.f' Kasselman No. 2 
Location: Nl SE SW 23-208-llW 
Distance from producing well: 1190 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 1247 
Per cent water: 46 
Total depths 3284 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3269 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1757 tt. 
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TABLE 29 
Interference Test No. 'Z1 
Well: Cities Service Schrepel No. 7 
Location: Si NW NE 26-20S-11W 
Distance from producing well: 1360 ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oll per day: 28 
Per cent water: SO 
Total depth2 3323 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3294 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1756 tt. 
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TABLE 30 
Interference Test No. 28 
Well: Cities Service D. Bryant No. 3 
Location: St NW SE 23-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 1360 ft • 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 360 
Per cent water: SO 
Total deptha 3275 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3267 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1755 tt. 
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TABU 31 
Interference Test No. 29 
Well: Cities Service Br'J'ant "B" No. 2 
Location: Si NE NW 26-208-llW 
Distance from producing well: 1650 tt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 7 
Per cent water: 50 
Total depth: 3304 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3274 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1760 ft. 
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TABLE 32 
Interference Test No. 30 
Well: Gulf Kasselman No. 3 
Location: Si NE SW 23-205-llW 
Distance from producing well: 1650 tt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 45 
Per cent water: 89 
Total depths 3282 ft. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3267 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1757 tt. 



















Interference Test No. 31 
Well: Lario D. Bryant No. 1 
Location: SE SE SE 23-20S-11W 
Distance from producing well: 1980 tt. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 2083 
Per cent water: 22 
Total depth: 3265 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3257 ft. 
Surface elevation: 1755 ft. 



















Interference Test No. 32 
Well: Lario D. Bryant No.2 
Location: NE SE SE 23-20S-11W 
Distance from producing well: 208S ft. 
Productivity - Barrels oil per day: 1894 
Per cent water: 27 
Total depth: 3286 tt. 
Top of Arbuckle: 3265 tt. 
Surface elevation: 1754 tt. 
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VITA 
Langdon B. Taylor, son of Burdette K. Taylor and Pearl Langdon 
Taylor, was bom at Ironton, Missouri, February 6, 1913. He attended 
public schools in Ironton and Fayette, Missouri, and Webb Preparatory 
School in Bell Buckle, Tennessee, graduating in 19.31. 
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He enrolled at Georgia Institute of Technology in September, 1931, 
a.nd was graduated in June, 19.35, with the degree ot Bachelor of Science 
in Mechanical Engineering. 
He was employed by Gulf Oil Corporation f'ran 1935 to 1941, first 
as junior engineer arrl later as proration engineer. He served as 
petroleum and natural gas engineer for the Kansas Corporation Commis-
sion fran June, 1941, until April, 1947, when he' resigned to enter 
private business. 
He became Instructor in Petrolewn Engineering at Missouri School 
of Mines and Metallurgy in September, 1950. 
